This paper discusses Bayes factors, an alternative to classical frequentionist hypothesis testing, within the standard A/B proportion testing setup -observing outcomes of independent trails (which finds applications in industrial conversion testing). It is shown that the Bayes factor is controlled by the Jensen-Shannon divergence of success ratios in two tested groups, and the latter one is bounded (under mild conditions) by Welch's t-statistic. The result implies an optimal bound on the necessary sample size for Bayesian testing, and demonstrates the relation to its frequentionist counterpart (effectively bridging Bayes factors and p-values).
INTRODUCTION

Background and Motivation
A/B Proportions Testing. A/B testing is the methodology of collecting data from two parallel experiments, and deciding which group performs better by means of statistical inference (to account for effects that may be due to change). The most frequent use case concerns two success-counting experiments, for example how many customers convert (purchase, subscribe etc) on two versions of a web page (for example the old page vs the optimized one).
In order to make the decision statistic-driven the business question is formulated as the question about unknown conversion rates p 1 , p 2 in the compared groups, that are to be estimated from collected (observed) data D. Usually one states the problem as choosing one of the two possibilities (a) The null hypothesis states that conversion rates are equal (zero-effect), written as H 0 = {p 1 = p 2 } (b) The alternative hypothesis claims a difference, for example H a = {p 1 = p 2 } or H a = {p 1 = p 2 + δ} A/B Model Assumptions. We assume that in each of the two groups we observe r independent Bernoulli variables (each one is success or failure). Success rates p i for group i are to be estimated from ths data (we allow unknown rates p i to depend on hypotheses via prior distributions). The data set D contains two binary sequences describing outcomes (success or failure for each trial) for each of the two groups.
Statistical Testing and Bayes Factors. The frequentionist approach falsifies the null hypothesis based on the two-sample t-test (Welch, 1938) , so that it is rejected when the test value is sufficiently unlikely for given data (probability of which, falsely rejecting the null, is p-value). The Bayesian approach is more coherent and flexible as it directly compares the likelihoods of two hypotheses (for given data 
where the likelihood ratio
is also called the Bayes factor. Prior odds usually equal 1, when one gives no prior preference to H 0 or H a . Then the posterior odds equal K and the decision depends on its magnitude: the bigger K from 1, the more it supports H 0 . This may be also seen as deciding upon the expected (posterior) cost of a certain risk function (Lavine and Schervish, 1999) . Confidence scales depending on the magnitude have been developed (Kass and Raftery, 1995; Jeffreys, 1998; Lee and Wagenmakers, 2014) .
Hypotheses are arbitrary "prior" probabilities on rates p 1 , p 2 which can be formally written as H = {(p 1 , p 2 ) → P H (p 1 , p 2 )}. This includes point statements of the form H = {p 1 = p 2 = 0.01} as well us uncertainty distributions such as beta priors H = {p 1 = p 2 = p, p ∼ Beta(0.5, 0.5)}. Priors usually are weakly informative, that is they give less preference to "unrealistic" values like those near 0 or 1.
Under prior distributions specified the data likelihood equals
where r is the number of events andp i is the success rate observed for each group i in the collected data D. Computation of the corresponding factor K can be done in statistical software such as in R package BayesFactor (Morey and Rouder, 2018 ).
Problem: Bayesian A/B testing
Estimates, neither frequentionist nor bayesian, will not be conclusive without sufficiently many samples.
Frequentionists widely use rules of thumbs that are derived based on t-tests. Under the bayesian methodology this is little more complicated because hypotheses can be arbitrary priors over parameters (hence composed out of infinitely many choices). Under the described A/B model, we answer the following questions
• When, given data, a bayesian hypothesis on zero effect may be rejected (we want to guarantee that for any H 0 it holds K 1 for some H a )?
• What is the relation to the classical t-test?
• What are most plausible null and alternative hypothesis, for a given dataset?
This will allow us to understand data limitations when doing bayesian inference, and relate them to widelyspread frequentionists rules of thumb. It is important to note that Bayesian modelling has recently become very popular in industrial conversion optimization (Keser, 2017) , so that these questions are also of considarable practical interest.
Related Works and Contribution
Our problem, as stated, is a question about maximizing minimal Bayes factor; this is because we compare any null against its most favorable alternative. For certain simple problems, particularly for testing normality, minimal Bayes factors are known to be related to frequentionists p-values (Edwards et al., 1963; Kass and Raftery, 1995; Goodman, 1999) , which bridges the Bayesian and frequentionists worlds. This should be contrasted with a wide-spread belief that both methods are very incompatible (Kruschke and Liddell, 2018) .
The novel contributions of this paper are (a) determining the Bayes factor -for testing success ratios (b) demonstrating the relation to the frequentionist approach and (c) discussion of Bayesian sample bounds. To the best author's knowledge, this is the first result of this sort in the context of testing success rates in independent trials.
Main Result: Bayes Factor and Welch's Statistic
The following theorem shows that no "zero-effect" hypothesis can be falsified, unless the number of samples is big in relation to a certain data statistic. This statistic turns out to be the Jensen-Shannon divergence, well-known in information theory; we further show how to relate it to the Welch's t-statistic. Doing so we connect the classical frequentionist analysis and the Bayes factors analysis.
Theorem 1 (Bayes Factors for Success Rate Testing).
Consider two experiments, each with r independent trials with unknown success probabilities p 1 and p 2 respectively. If observed data D has r ·p i successes
where the maximum is over null hypotheses H 0 such that p 1 = p 2 , the minimum is over all valid alternative hypotheses (priors) H a over p 1 , p 2 , and JS denotes the Jensen-Shannon divergence.
When comparing the Jensen-Shannon divergence with the Welch's t-statistic one should note that the second one is unbounded, as illustrated in Figure 1 . Specifically, the Welch's t is unbounded where one rate is close to zero but the second one is closed to one. It is however possible to have a bound of the form JS = Ω(t 2 Welch ), under mild additional assumptions for example when both rates are smaller than 0.5 (which in practice don't limit the usability). The result is formally stated in the theorem below, the proof appears in Section 4. We note that the current proof fails to achieve the optimal constant (see Section 5). Remark 1 (Min-max Game Intepretation). The minmax formula in Equation (6) comes from the fact that we evaluate every null against its most plausible alternative (so that the bound holds regardless of the null prior). This can be seen as a two-player zerossum game where one player chooses the null hypothesis, the second player chooses the alternative and the payoff is the Bayes factor. Theorem 1 describes the saddle point in this game.
Theorem 2 (Comparison with T-Test
The following corollary shows what are most "plausible" null and alternatives for a given data set (they realize equality in Equation (4) If null is of the form p 1 = p 2 = p for some constant p, then the bound becomes e −r·KL(p 1 ,p)−r·KL(p 2 ,p) .
Application: Sample Bounds
The main result implies the following sample size rule Corollary 2 (Bayesian Sample Bound). To confirm the non-zero effect (p 1 = p 2 ) the number of samples r for the bayesian method should be
where usually K critical ≈ 10 1 . Under the frequenionist method the rule of thumb is t Welch t critical , which gives (see Section 2) r f req t critical ·p
where usually t critical ≈ 1.9 2 Figure 2 : Comparison of the bayesian (7) and the frequentionist (8) sample lower bounds, where observed data arē p 1 = p andp 2 = p · (1 + δ) for δ = 0.1 (relative uplift by 10%), and the zero-effect hypothesis p 1 = p 2 is to be rejected. Bounds are away by a constant factor, here are very close for constants calibrated under typical rejection rules: t-statistic of 1.9 and Bayes factor of 0.1.
Note that both formulas needs assumptions on locations of expected rates; testing smaller effects or smaller conversion rates require more samples.
Exact constants, hidden under K critcal and t critcal , depend on the significance one wants to achieve: pvalue for the extreme t-statistic, respectively the magnitude of the Bayes factor. Apart from constants (or when constants are callibrated for "typical" tests strength) bounds in Equation (7) and Equation (8) are close to each other. The difference is illustrated on Figure 2 , for the case when one wants to prove the difference (reject the zero-effect hypothesis) in presence of an observed lift of 10%. The code is attached in Section 5.
It is important to stress that our lower bounds hold with respect to zero-effect hypotheses and regardless of priors, testing effect of a fixed size or using more diffuse priors may require more samples.
Application: Bayes Factors vs P-Values
Since high values of t Welch mean small p-values, we conclude that the frequentionist p-values bound the Bayes factor and indeed are evidence against a nullhypothesis in the well-defined bayesian sense.
However, because of the scaling t Welch → e −Ω(t 2 Welch ) in the minimal Bayes factor in Equation (6), Bayesian rejection corresponds to p-values much lower than the standard frequentionist threshold of 0.05. In a way, the bayesian approach is more conservative and reluctant to reject than frequentionist tests; this conclusion is shared with (Goodman, 1999) .
PRELIMINARIES
Entropy, Divergence. The binary cross-entropy of p and q is defined by
which becomes the standard (Shannon) binary entropy when p = q, denoted as H(p) = H(p, p). The Kullback-Leibler divergence is defined as
and is non-negative. The Jensen-Shannon divergence (Lin, 1991) is defined as
being symmetric and non-negative (because KL divergence is non-negative). Alternatively, using Equation (10) and Equation (9) we can write
which shows that the Jensen-Shannon divergence is bounded.
The following lemma shows that the cross-entropy function is convex in the second argument. This should be contrasted with the fact that the entropy function (of one argument) is concave.
Lemma 1 (Convexity of Cross-entropy). For any p the mapping x → H(p, x) is convex in x.
Proof. Since −p log(·) for fixed p ∈ [0, 1] is convex we obtain −γ 1 p log x 1 − γ 2 p log x 2 −p log(γ 1 x 1 + γ 2 x 2 ) for any x 1 , x 2 and any γ 1 , γ 2 0, γ 1 + γ 2 = 1. Replacing x i by 1 − x i and p by 1 − p in the above inequality gives us also
Adding side by side yields
which finishes the proof. This argument works for multivariate case, when p, x are probability vectors.
Convexity Properties of Jensen-Shannon Divergence.
Lemma 2. Let δ = p − q, then for every fixed q we have
which is strictly positive for 0 < p, q < 1.
Proof. The derivative is calculated in Section 5, with the Python package SymPy (Meurer et al., 2017) . The numerator (skiping the constant 1 2 ) can be written as 2q(1 − q) + (p − q) 2 which is non-negative. The denumerator is non-negative because p, q are between 0 and 1.
Bernoulii Variables. For a Bernoulli variable with success probability p we denote by V (p) = p(1 − p) the variance. We have the following identity
which in particular demonstrates that the variance is concave.
2-Sample Test. To decide whether means in two groups are equal, under the assumption of unequal variances, one performs the Welch's t-test with the statistic given by (Derrick et al., 2016 )
where s i are sample variances and µ i are sample means for group i = 1, 2. The null hypothesis is rejected unless the statistic is sufficiently high (in absolute terms). In our case the formula simplifies to Claim 1. If rθ 1 and rθ 2 success out of r trials have been observed, respectively in the first and the second group, then
3 PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Notation. We change the notation slightly, unknown success rates will be p and q, and the number of observed successes r · θ 1 , r · θ 2 .
Best Alternative. Maximizing over alll possible priors P a over pairs (p, q) and using Equation (3) we get
and KL is non-negative we conclude that the maximum over the integrals equals
achieved for P a being a unit mass at (p, q) = (θ 1 , θ 2 ), that is at observed rates.
Best Null. Let H 0 states that the effect is 0. This is equivalent to a prior P 0 (p) on the baseline conversion p with the condition q = p. We obain
The integrand, due to Lemma 1, has a global maximum at some p. Thus the integral is maximized for dP 0 (p) being a point mass.
Bayes Factor. Using the above observations on most plausible hypotheses we can write the max-min Bayes factor (in favor of H 0 ) as
Using the relation between the KL divergence and cross-entropy we obtain
We will use the following observation
2 , and achieves value 2JS(θ 1 , θ 2 ).
Proof. We have
Now the existence of the minimum at p = θ * follows by convexity of p → H(θ 1 , p) + H(θ 2 , p), proved in Lemma 1. We note that
2 , p for any p (by definition), and thus for p =
. This combined with the definition of the Jensen-Shannon divergence finishes the proof.
We can now bound Equation (21) 
This ends the proof of Theorem 1, from the proof we also conclude Corollary 1.
PROOF OF THEOREM 2
In order to compare JS and t Welch we use the parametrization q = p + δ. For convenience we slightly abuse the notation writing t Welch (p, q) = t Welch (r, p, q)/ √ r = t Welch (1, p, q). The result reduces to the following lemma Lemma 3 (Convexity of the Gap between Jensen-Shannon Divergence and Welch's t). In the region
we have that JS(p, q) − 1 32 · t Welch (p, q) 2 is convex in δ = p − q for any fixed q. In particular for every q it achieves the minimal value at δ = 0, which is equal to 0.
Proof. It suffices to consider q p as both JS and t Welch are symmetric. Because of continuity we consider the strict inequalities 0 < q < p < 1 2 . The proof involves symbolic differentiation and factoring which we do in the Python package SymPy (Meurer et al., 2017) .
We start with the ratio of the second derivatives Claim 3 (Second Derivatives Ratio). We have that
where
Proof of Claim. The code deriving formulas is included in Section 5.
Claim 4 (Denumerator of φ is non-negative). Let V = −2p 3 q + p 3 + 3p 2 q + 6pq 3 − 9pq 2 − 3q 3 + 4q 2 be the denumerator of φ. Then V 4p 2 (1 − p 2 ).
Proof of Claim. It holds that
Looking for global minimas we note that the second factor 2pq − p + 2q 2 − 3q = −q(1 − p) − p(1 − q) − 2q(1 − q) is always non-positive and zero if and only if p = q = 0 or p = q = 1. The first factor gives us q = p. Summing up, the global minimum for each p is given by q = p. Substituting this we obtain V (p, q) V (q, q) = 4p 2 (1 − p) 2 which finishes the proof.
Claim 5 (Bound on φ). Let U,V be as before. Under the condition 0 < q < p < 
which is non-negative when 1 2 p q 0. By the previous claim U is non-negative so that we can divide both sides. For completeness we include the code used for deriving the formulas in Section 5.
Summing up, from the claims we obtain Claim 6 (Bounding the Second Derivative Ratio). Under the condition 0 < q < p < 
which is equivalent to Equation (25) if we consider the explicit form of ψ and use variance expressions. The lower bound of 1 32 follows as under the assumption 0 < q < p < 1 2 we have
The convexity part in the lemma follows directly from the last claim. The minimum for each q exists because of convexity and is achieved for δ = 0, as at this point the first derivative vanishes (see calculations in Section 5).
CONCLUSION
We have studied Bayes factors in the context of A/B testing of event rates, which is relevant to the important problem of conversion optimization.
The result can be easily extended to cover the case of unequal group sizes. Also it is possible to derive bounds for testing a fixed-size effect δ instead of zeroeffect as the null hypothesis.
Finally, regarding the problem of comparing the Welch's t and Jensen-Shannon divergence we conjecture that the inequality in Theorem 2 can be improved, namely Proposition 1 (Open problem). Let 0 q p 1 2 . Find the biggest constant C such that
The current proof is based on global convexity which works under a subptimal constant C = 
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